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A900.12 rechargeable batteries
Tape length is programmable in millimetre increments. 
12 different lengths can be stored.
The preset lengths can be selected with the "select" key, or dis-
pensed (processed) consecutively through the automatic cycle. 
In addition, the quantity of the lengths to be dispensed can be 
programmed.

Technical data:
- Length adjustment keypad
- Memory 12 tape lengths can be stored
- Special feature sequential work is possible
- Anti-static housing yes
- Strip width min 8 mm max 60 mm
- Tape length min 5 mm max 999 mm
- Roll diameter max 300 mm

Power supply:
- 24V DC 3,3 AH
-AC 100V, 120V, 100-240V/41W

Dimensions:
Depth 250 mm, width 250 mm, height 230 mm 
Weight: 5.6 kg

A900.6 rechargeable batteries
Tape length is programmable in millimetre increments. 
6 different lengths can be stored.
The preset lengths can be selected with the "select" key, or dis-
pensed (processed) consecutively through the automatic cycle. 
In addition, the quantity of the lengths to be dispensed can be 
programmed.

Technical data:
- Length adjustment  keypad
- Memory 6 tape lengths can be stored
- Special feature sequential work is possible
- Anti-static housing yes
- Strip width min 8 mm max 60 mm
- Tape length min 5 mm max 999 mm
- Roll diameter max 300 mm

Power supply:
- 24V DC 3,3 AH
-AC 100V, 120V, 100-240V/41W

Dimensions:
Depth 250 mm, width 250 mm, height 230 mm 
Weight: 5.6 kg



A 521,120 rechargeable batteries
All common and special self-adhesive labels can be dispensed 
quickly and easily with the A521.120 rechargeable batteries label 
dispenser.
Scanning is photoelectric. Dispensing rates and label feed rates 
are continuously adjustable.
The built-in counter indicates how many labels you have already 
removed.

Technical data:
- Labels of 20-120 mm width,
- Photoelectric scanning
- Stock roll carrier for rolls of up to 250 mm outer diameter
- Cut-off speed and label speed can be regulated
- Counting function
- Digital display
- Powered by rechargeable batteries

Power supply:
- 12V DC 3,3AH
- AC 100V, 100-240V/41W

Dimensions:
Depth: 250 mm, width: 300 mm, height: 180 mm
Weight: 4.25kg

A 521,180 rechargeable batteries
All common and special self-adhesive labels can be dispensed 
quickly and easily with the A521.180 rechargeable batteries label 
dispenser.
Scanning is photoelectric. Dispensing rates and label feed rates 
are continuously adjustable.
The built-in counter indicates how many labels you have already 
removed.

Technical data:
- Labels of 20-180 mm width,
- Photoelectric scanning
- Stock roll carrier for rolls of up to 250 mm outer diameter
- Cut-off speed and label speed can be regulated
- Counting function
- Digital display
- Powered by rechargeable batteries

Power supply:
- 12V DC 3,3AH
- AC 100V, 100-240V/41W

Dimensions:
Depth: 260 mm, width: 380 mm, height: 230 mm
Weight: 5.7 kg

A 521.60 rechargeable batteries
All common and special self-adhesive labels can be dispensed 
quickly and easily with the A521.60 rechargeable batteries label 
dispenser.
Scanning is photoelectric. Dispensing rates and label feed rates 
are continuously adjustable.
The built-in counter indicates how many labels you have already 
removed.

Technical data:
- Labels of 20-60 mm width,
- Photoelectric scanning
- Stock roll carrier for rolls of up to 250 mm outer diameter
- Cut-off speed and label speed can be regulated
- Counting function
- Digital display
- Powered by rechargeable batteries

Power supply:
- 12V DC 3,3AH
- AC 100V, 100-240V/41W

Dimensions:
Depth: 230 mm, width: 250 mm, height: 180 mm
Weight: 4.0 kg


